It's the SCOTUS!
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Across
1 Hawk gently cooked eel
after removing head (9)

2

by Imlache

3

4
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6 Justice finds silver in
western half of state (5)
11

9 Noth American native
managed to take over
company in Colorado (7)

12

13

10 Goes round pub,
coming back for money
(7)

16
18

19

24

24 Hard symphony left
unfinished after French
refusal to be very
ordinary (9)
26 Part of Washington I
terrorise with explosive
(5)
27 Shout old request for
justice (7)
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23
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26

27

13 Stegosaur or
archeopteryx feature
spectacular display (6)

20 Justice backing Polish
against German (6)

20
22

12 Having recovered to
welcome director with
energy who is needlessly
worried about the
campaign (9)

18 Jaunty Turkish spirit
to be quiet (6)

15

17

11 The Spanish
heavyweight John? (5)

14 Said tower in Paris is
quite a sight (6)

14

29

28 Marrying out excellent
executive officer tasting
slightly off (7)
29 Way round northeastern justice (5)

28

30

4 Digs up drink before
getting justice (8)
5 Whitewater has power
to block attacks (6)

30 Justice drunk, needing
dressing in surgery (9)

6 Justice Rogers possibly
concealing male problem
(7)

Down

7 Split after $1000
swindle (5)

1 Justice alert about real
estate (6)
2 Horses here react badly
to torture (9)
3 Old conformist has no
right to be a justice (7)

8 Child gets up and sings
in a high voice without
large breathing tubes (8)
15 Tree boy put in
piggery for Michelle
Obama (5,4)

16 Justice drinks, getting
somewhat unsteady
towards the end (8)
17 Justice I weirdly find
extremely succulent (8)
19 Watch Senate worker
ooze (7)
21 Prepare to restrain
peacekeepers in armory
(3,4)
22 Male in space first to
see justice (6)
23 It's very cold outside
to see justice (6)
25 Is able to put up with
house snack (5)

